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Background: The σ1A subunit of the adaptor protein 1 (AP1S1) participates in various intracellular transport pathways, especially
the maintenance of copper homeostasis, which is pivotal in carcinogenesis. It is therefore rational to presume that AP1S1 might also be
involved in carcinogenesis. In this hospital-based case-control study, we investigated the genetic susceptibility to ESCC in relation to
SNPs of AP1S1 among Chinese population.
Methods: A database containing a total of 1303 controls and 1043 ESCC patients were retrospectively studied. The AP1S1 SNPs
were analyzed based on ligation detection reaction (LDR) method. Then, the relationship between ESCC and SNPs of AP1S1 was
determined with a significant crude P<0.05. Then the logistic regression analysis was used for the calculation for adjusted P in the
demographic stratification comparison if a significant difference was observed in the previous step.
Results: AP1S1 rs77387752 C>T genotype TT was an independent risk factor for ESCC, while rs4729666 C>T genotype TC and
rs35208462 C>T genotype TC were associated with a lower risk for ESCC, especially in co-dominant model and allelic test for
younger, male subjects who are not alcohol-drinkers nor cigarette smokers.
Conclusion: AP1S1 rs77387752, rs4729666 and rs35208462 polymorphisms are associated with susceptibility to ESCC in Chinese
individuals. AP1S1 SNPs may exert an important role in esophageal carcinogenesis and could serve as potential diagnostic
biomarkers.
Keywords: AP1S1, single nucleotide polymorphism, SNP, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, ESCC

Introduction
Esophageal cancer is the 6th most fatal malignancy with 500,000 new cases diagnosed annually, and remains a major
threat to public health.1,2 Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) is the predominant histological type, with
a global incidence of 5.2/100,000.3 Despite the tremendous advances in multidisciplinary therapy, the prognosis is still
dismal with 5-year overall survival rate ranging from 15~25%, and the incidence of esophageal cancer is still rising.4,5 It
is generally acknowledged that the occurrence of esophageal cancer is multifactorial, senility, gender and environmental
factors such as alcohol consumption,6,7 tobacco use,8 poor oral hygiene, nutritional deficiencies9–11 could jointly
contribute to the carcinogenesis.12 But only part of individuals exposed to these risk factors finally develop esophageal
cancer, suggesting that genetic susceptibility including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is important for
esophageal carcinogenesis.
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The clathrin is linked to receptors in coated vesicles by clathrin coat assembly complex, and the σ1A small subunit of the
adaptor protein (AP) 1 complex (AP1S1) is part of the coat assembly complex. As a part of endocytosis and Golgi
processing, AP coordinates various transportations of intracellular endomembrane pathway.13 The AP1S1 defects were
correlated with abnormal subcellular localization of two Golgi-localized copper transport ATPases ATP7A and ATP7B,14

causing copper homeostasis disorder. Harboring the two copper transports above, the Golgi apparatus regulates the copper
supply of several carcinogenic metalloenzymes, and thus governs the overall utilization of copper in carcinoma.
Accumulating evidence has suggested that copper is involved in various cancer-associated processes,15 including mitogen-
activated kinases signaling pathway,16,17 balance of oxidation with antioxidant balance,18 cellular respiration19 and the
formation of covalent bonds of extracellular matrix proteins.20 In addition, the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
including hydroxyl radical and superoxide radical, which can break the DNA strands or modify the bases causing
carcinogenesis,21 is closely related to copper. Oxidative stress caused by copper led to mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis
and autophagy,22–24 which has a context-dependent role in cancer. Furthermore, inhibitory effects on tumor growth and
malignancy of copper chelators have also been documented.25,26 Indeed, patients with Hodgkin’s disease have a higher
serum copper level, which is strongly correlated with the histopathological types, clinical stage and prognosis.27 Moreover,
copper concentration in cancerous tissues of patients with large bowel cancer and esophageal cancer was lower.28 Similarly,
the expressions and SNPs of copper transport ATPases ATP7A and ATP7B, are associated with the response to chemother-
apy and survival in patients with non-small cell lung cancer.29,30 Given that AP1S1 can direct the intracellular transportation
of copper pumps, affect the subcellular localization of copper transport ATPases ATP7A/7B and regulate the intracellular
copper level, it is logical to speculate that AP1S1 plays a critical role in carcinogenesis. Consistently, in acute myeloid
leukemia and prostate carcinoma gene expression and methylation profiles, an association rule mining based study identified
AP1S1 as an integrated marker through mutual information based statistically significant feature extraction.31

However, the correlation between AP1S1 and ESCC remains obscure, and the effect of AP1S1 SNPs on ESCC is
unclear. Thus, we conducted a hospital-based, hypothesis-driven, case-control study to assess the molecular mechanisms
underlying the functional AP1S1 SNPs in ESCC. To further explore the ingredient between the SNPs and ESCC in
certain population, we did subgroup analysis selected identified typical risk factors including gender, age, drinking and
smoking status for subgroup analysis.

Methods
Ethics Statement
The protocol conforms to the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki on the research ethical behavior of
human/animal subjects and was approved by the Review Board of Jiangsu University (Zhenjiang, China). All participants
were provided with written informed consent.

Study Subjects
A total of 2186 participants were retrospectively enrolled from the Affiliated People’s Hospital and Affiliated Hospital of
Jiangsu University (Zhenjiang, China) between October 2008 and January 2017. A total of 1043 cases of ESCC were
diagnosed and confirmed histologically. Patients with any type of cancer history/metastasized cancer or had the history of
neoadjuvant therapy were excluded for the study. Totally, a total of 1143 non-cancer individuals were enrolled from two
hospitals around the same time period with frequency matched to cases in regard to age (± 5 years) and gender, most of
which were admitted to the hospital out of trauma.

The demographic characteristics such as age, sex and other risk factors for ESCC including smoking and drinking
status were collected in 1043 patients and 1315 negative controls by questionnaire. Feedback was obtained from 1143
control subjects and all case subjects. 2 mL blood samples were collected intravenously in advance from each participant
for subsequent analysis. Smoker subgroup was defined as 1 cigarette per day for more than one year with or without
a cessation history, while alcohol drinker subgroup was defined as more than 3 alcoholic drinks per week for more than
six months.
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Genomic DNA Extraction and SNPs Analysis
Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood with QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen, Berlin, Germany) and
amplified by PCR.32 The samples were further genotyped using the ligation detection reaction (LDR) method (technical
support from Genesky Biotechnology Inc. Shanghai, China). AP1S1 rs6969685, rs4727480, rs77387752, rs4729666 and
rs35208462 SNPs were selected and analyzed.33,34 Quality control was conducted by repeating the analyses in 10% of
randomly selected samples. In pilot study, the linkage disequilibrium analysis was done using 1000Genomes database to
select the SNP loci with correlation, and then the tag SNPs were further analyzed.

Statistical Analysis
The statistical software package SPSS 20.0 (SPCC Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for the analysis of the demographic
distribution, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and genotype for cases and controls with χ2 or Fisher’s exact good-
ness-of-fit test according to different applicable conditions. The crude odds ratio (OR) and the corresponding 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated with the genotype between two arms and were used to compared the risk with
parametric test in most cases and nonparametric if the sample size in the group was small. Then the adjusted OR and
corresponding CIs were calculated with logistics regression analysis for hierarchical analysis based on demographic
information for the SNPs considered relevant to ESCC in the primary results. The demographics including age, gender,
alcohol, and tobacco consuming status were covariances, while the genotype was dummy variable and the group was
dependent variable in the logistics for subgroup analysis. Statistical significance is considered when a two-tailed P value
of < 0.05 is observed, while the two-tailed P value between 0.05 and 0.10 was judged as borderline statistically
significant. Then we tested the linkage disequilibrium analyses using SHEsis online platform35 and then accessed OR
of cases and controls in haplotypes by SHEsis as well.36

Results
Characteristics of Study Subjects
The demographic characteristics of the 1043 ESCC patients and 1143 controls were summarized in Table 1. Using χ2

tests, we found that was no significant difference in age and sex between the case and control groups (P=0.764, P=0.903),
while the ESCC group has a significant higher rate of smoking and alcohol drinking history (P<0.001).

The primary information of 5 genotyped SNPs of AP1S1 was provided in Table 2. The success rates of SNP
genotyping exceeded 95%. Minor allele frequencies (MAFs) in the controls were comparable to global and East Asian
MAFs in the 1000 Genomes database. Deviation tests for the Hardy-Weinberg (HWE) revealed that the control group
was in the Hardy-Weinberg proportions for all the 5 SNPs with P value higher than 0.05.

Association Analyses of AP1S1 SNPs with ESCC
The association between 5 AP1S1 SNPs and ESCC was shown in Table 3. In the co-dominant test, rs77387752 C>T
genotype TT was a risk factor for ESCC (P=0.028, OR=10.218), while the genotype TC for AP1S1 rs4729666 C>T
(P=0.008, OR=0.751) and rs35208462 C>T (P=0.021, OR=0.780) were associated with a lower risk for ESCC. In the
dominant model test, rs4729666 C>T (P=0.011, OR=0.766) and rs35208462 C>T (P=0.012, OR=0.767) were associated
reduced risk of ESCC. In the recessive model test, rs77387752 C>T was associated with a significantly higher risk for
ESCC (P=0.029, OR=10.072). In the allelic test, marginal statistical significance was observed in genotype frequencies
of AP1S1 rs77387752 C>T SNP (P=0.067, OR=1.255), while rs4729666 C>T (P=0.024, OR=0.806) and rs35208462
C>T (P=0.009, OR=0.777) have significant difference.

Stratification Risk of ESCC Associated with SNPs
Next, we conducted stratification analyses of rs77387752, rs4729666 and rs35208462 according to demographic
information to further access the role of AP1S1 on the risk of ESCC (Tables 4–6). In the non-smokers, rs77387752
C>T, a marginal significance was observed in the recessive model (P=0.054, adjusted OR=8.060) and in the co-dominant
model when compared TT with CC (P=0.054, adjusted OR=8.045), while cigarette smoking is a risky factor in the
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Table 1 Distribution of Selected Demographic Variables and Risk Factors in ESCC Case
and Control Groups

Variable Control (n=1143) Case (n=1043) P

n (%) n (%)

Age (Years)

Mean (SD) 62.64 (9.902) 63.07 (7.271) 0.252

<65 644 (56.3) 581(55.7) 0.764

≥65 499 (43.7) 462(44.3)

Gender

Male 828 (72.4) 758(72.7) 0.903

Female 315 (27.6) 285(27.3)

Smoking status

Never 810 (70.9) 589(56.5) <0.001

Ever 333 (29.1) 454(43.5)

Alcohol consumption

Never 1061 (92.8) 714(68.5) <0.001

Ever 82 (7.2) 329(31.5)

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.

Table 2 Primary Information for AP1S1 rs6969685 T>C, rs4727480 A>G, rs77387752 C>T, rs4729666 C>T, rs35208462 C>T

Genotyped SNP rs6969685 rs4727480 rs77387752 rs4729666 rs35208462

Allele T>C A>G C>T C>T C>T

Gene AP1S1

Consequence Unreported Intron variant Synonymous

variant

Intron variant Intron variant

Regulome DB score* 5 4 4 2a 2b

Chromosome 7

Chromosome position 101,152,465 101,156,292 101,156,689 101,159,880 101,160,408

MAF in 1000 Genomes

Global C=0.4946 G=0.2927 T=0.0198 T=0.1086 T=0.1480

East Asian C=0.4732 G=0.1448 T=0.0744 T=0.1171 T=0.1121

MAF in control C=0.4697 G=0.156 T=0.0580 T=0.128 T=0.128

P value for HWE test in the

controls

0.996 0.523 0.125 0.646 0.646

Genotyping method LDR LDR LDR LDR LDR

% Genotyping value 98.90% 98.90% 98.90% 98.20% 98.20%

Note: *http://www.regulomedb.org/.
Abbreviation: LDR, ligation detection reaction.
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dominant model (P=0.087, adjusted OR=1.519). In the non-drinking subjects, rs77387752 C>T was statically significant
in the recessive model (P=0.033, adjusted OR=9.816) and in the co-dominant model when compared TT with CC
(P=0.032, adjusted OR=9.924). In the male (P=0.001, adjusted OR=0.624), participants younger than 65 (P=0.016,
adjusted OR=0.691), smoking participants (P=0.002, adjusted OR=0.418) and no alcohol drinking (P=0.054, adjusted
OR=0.788) participants rs4729666 C>T TC was associated lower risk of ESCC compared with CC, and in the dominant
model test rs4729666 C>T had a lower likelihood of having ESCC (P=0.002/0.027/0.004/0.073, adjusted OR=0.657/
0.721/0.565/0.808), while we got a similar result in the participants younger than 65, non-smokers and non-alcohol
drinking participants in the rs35208462 C>T in the dominant model test (P=0.086/0.019/0.044, adjusted OR=0.774/
0.732/0.785). Compared with CC, the genotype TC in rs35208462 C>T was associated lower risk for ESCC in non-
smokers (P=0.029, adjusted OR=0.774) and non-drinkers (P=0.066, adjusted OR=0.798). However, the mutant homo-
zygote in specific stratified groups of rs77387752 C>T and rs4729666 C>Twere zero, the P and OR in these groups were
incalculable.

Haplotype Polymorphisms and Susceptibility to ESCC
Next, we used SHEsis online platform and summarized the haplotype analysis of 5 SNPs in Tables 7–9. AP1S1
Crs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 (P=0.0107, OR=1.177 95% CI=1.038–1.334) and AP1S1
Trs6969685Grs4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 (P<0.001, OR=1.922, 95% CI=1.395–2.674) are associated with high
susceptibility to ESCC, while AP1S1 Crs6969685A rs4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Trs35208462 (P=0.0028, OR=0.747, 95%
CI=0.616–0.905) and AP1S1 Trs6969685Grs4727480Crs77387752Trs4729666Crs35208462 (P=0.0087, OR=0.776, 95% CI=0.641–
0.938) were associated with lower risk of ESCC.

Discussion
In this hospital-based case-control study, we identified AP1S1 rs77387752 C>T genotype TT was an independent risk
factor for ESCC, while rs4729666 C>T genotype TC and rs35208462 C>T genotype TC were associated with a lower
risk for ESCC, especially in younger, male cohort with alcohol but with cigarette consuming. To our knowledge, this is
the first report demonstrating the association between AP1S1 SNPs and ESCC susceptibility.

Table 3 Logistic Regression Analyses of Associations Between rs6969685 T>C, rs4727480 A>G, rs77387752 C>T, rs4729666 C>T,
rs35208462 C>T and Risk of ESCC

Co-Dominant Model Dominant Model Recessive Model Additive Model

Locus Genotype Control Case OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI)/P OR (95% CI)/P OR (95% CI)/P

rs6969685 TT 320 283 1 0.957 1.026 1.022 1.018
TC 567 512 1.021(0.836–1.247) 0.838 (0.850–1.238) (0.835–1.252) (0.903–1.147)

CC 251 230 1.036(0.815–1.317) 0.772 P=0.792 P=0.831 P=0.769

rs4727480 AA 807 734 1 0.771 0.967 1.159 0.987
AG 306 265 0.952(0.785–1.154) 0.617 (0.802–1.165) (0.665–2.202) (0.837–1.163)

GG 25 26 1.143(0.654–1.998) 0.638 P=0.721 P=0.603 P=0.872

rs77387752 CC 1007 887 1 0.061 1.196 10.072 1.255
CT 130 129 1.127(0.869–1.461) 0.369 (0.926–1.544) (1.274–79.635) (0.984–1.600)

TT 1 9 10.218(1.292–80.807) 0.028 P=0.170 P=0.029 P=0.067

rs4729666 CC 863 811 1 0.030 0.766 1.062 0.806
CT 258 182 0.751(0.607–0.928) 0.008 (0.623–0.942) (0.534–2.114) (0.668–0.972)

TT 17 16 1.002(0.503–1.996) 0.997 P=0.011 P=0.863 P=0.024

rs35208462 CC 863 810 1 0.032 0.767 0.594 0.777

CT 258 189 0.780(0.632–0.964) 0.021 (0.624–0.943) (0.264–1.339) (0.644–0.939)

TT 17 9 0.564(0.250–1.273) 0.168 P=0.012 P=0.209 P=0.009

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.
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Table 4 Stratified Analyses Between rs77387752 C>T Polymorphism and ESCC Risk by Sex, Age, Smoking Status, and Alcohol Consumption

Variables Control/Case Adjusted OR/ (95% CI of OR) /P

Genotype CC TC TT CC+TC TC+TT CC TC TT CC VS (TC+TT) (CC+TC) vs TT

Gender

Male 727/642 97/97 0/6 824/739 97/103 -/-/1.000 1.154/ (0.835–1.595) 0.385 -/ -/ - 1.234/(0.896–1.697)/0.197 -/ -/ -

Female 280/245 33/32 1/3 313/277 34/35 -/-/1.000 1.033/ (0.612–1.742)/0.903 3.501/(0.358–34.232)/0.281 1.103/(0.663–1.835)/0.704 3.489/(0.357–34.092)/0.283

Age

<65 568/503 71/69 1/3 639/572 72/72 -/-/1.000 1.218/ (0.837–1.771)/0.302 2.141/(0.189–24.271)/0.539 1.234/(0.852–1.787)/0.266 2.107/(0.186–23.888)/0.547

≥65 439/384 59/60 0/6 498/444 59/66 -/-/1.000 1.026/ (0.684–1.541)/0.900 -/ -/ - 1.165/(0.784–1.731)/0.451 -/ -/ -

Smoking status

Never 711/501 94/67 1/6 805/568 95/73 -/-/1.000 1.015/ (0.724–1.424)/0.931 8.060/(0.963–67.482)/0.054 1.093/(0.786–1.521)/0.598 8.045/(0.961–67.334)/0.054

Ever 296/386 36/62 0/3 332/448 36/65 -/-/1.000 1.454/ (0.897–2.357)/0.129 -/ -/ - 1.519/(0.941–2.454)/0.087 -/ -/ -

Alcohol consumption

Never 932/609 123/87 1/7 1055/696 124/94 -/-/1.000 1.096/ (0.816–1.472)/0.542 9.924/(1.211–81.294)/0.032 1.171/(0.877–1.563)/0.283 9.816/(1.199–80.384)/ 0.033

Ever 75/278 7/42 0/2 82/320 7/44 -/-/1.000 1.691/ (0.721–3.968)/0.227 -/ -/ - 1.759/(0.752–4.113)/0.193 -/ -/ -

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.
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Table 5 Stratified Analyses Between Rs4729666 C>T Polymorphism and ESCC Risk by Sex, Age, Smoking Status, and Alcohol Consumption

Variables Control/Case Adjusted OR/(95% CI of OR)/P

Genotype CC TC TT CC+TC TC+TT CC TC TT CC VS (TC+TT) (CC+TC) vs TT

Gender

Male 623/603 192/118 9/10 815/721 201/128 -/-/1.000 0.624/(0.473–0.823)/0.001 1.397/(0.540–3.610)/0.490 0.657/(0.502–0.859)/0.002 1.534/(0.594–3.597)/0.376

Female 240/208 66/64 8/6 306/272 74/70 -/-/1.000 1.160/(0.781–1.723)/0.463 1.016/(0.343–3.006)/0.977 1.145/(0.782–1.677)/0.485 0.980/(0.333–2.887)/0.971

Age

<65 472/451 155/100 13/12 627/551 72/72 -/-/1.000 0.691/(0.510–0.934)/0.016 1.089/(0.476–2.489)/0.840 0.721/(0.539–0.964)/0.027 1.185/(0.520–2.702)/0.686

≥65 391/360 103/82 4/4 494/442 59/66 -/-/1.000 0.861/(0.614–1.210)/0.389 1.372/(0.333–5.664)/0.662 0.879/(0.630–1.227)/0.449 1.414/(0.343–5.827)/0.632

Smoking status

Never 621/445 171/111 14/11 792/556 185/121 -/-/1.000 0.894/(0.682–1.173)/0.419 1.061/(0.473–2.379)/0.886 0.907/(0.698–1.179)/0.465 1.087/(0.485–2.432)/0.840

Ever 242/366 87/71 3/5 329/437 90/76 -/-/1.000 0.535/(0.359–0.795)/0.002 1.559/(0.337–7.205)/0.570 0.565/(0.383–0.832)/0.004 1.802/(0.391–8.309)/0.450

Alcohol consumption

Never 801/550 238/130 17/13 1039/680 255/143 -/-/1.000 0.788/(0.619–1.004)/0.054 1.076/(0.515–2.247)/0.845 0.808/(0.639–1.020)/0.073 1.134/(0.544–2.362)/0.738

Ever 62/261 20/52 0/3 82/313 20/55 -/-/1.000 0.627/(0.347–1.132)/0.122 -/ -/ - 0.666/(0.370–1.199)/0.175 -/ -/ -

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.
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Table 6 Stratified Analyses Between Rs35208462 C>T Polymorphism and ESCC Risk by Sex, Age, Smoking Status, and Alcohol Consumption

Variables Control/Case Adjusted OR/(95% CI of OR)/P

Genotype CC TC TT CC+TC TC+TT CC TC TT CC VS (TC+TT) (CC+TC) vs TT

Gender

Male 626/589 186/137 12/7 812/726 198/144 -/-/1.000 0.822/(0.629–1.075)/ 0.152 0.563/(0.202–1.572)/0.273 0.805/(0.619–1.047)/0.106 0.586/(0.210–1.634)/0.307

Female 237/221 72/52 5/2 309/273 77/54 -/-/1.000 0.776/(0.516–1.167)/0.223 0.478/(0.091–2.512)/0.383 0.757/(0.508–1.130)/ 0.173 0.505/(0.096–2.648)/0.419

Age

<65 479/449 151/107 10/5 630/556 161/112 -/-/1.000 0.788/(0.584–1.062)/0.117 0.572/(0.182–1.800)/0.340 0.774/(0.578–1.037)/ 0.086 0.603/(0.192–1.893)/0.386

≥65 384/361 107/82 7/4 491/443 114/86 -/-/1.000 0.838/(0.597–1.175)/0.304 0.507/(0.134–1.918)/0.317 0.816/ (0.586–1.136)/ 0.228 0.525/(0.139–1.982)/0.342

Smoking status

Never 594/451 201/111 11/4 795/562 212/115 -/-/1.000 0.774/(0.571–0.970)/0.029 0.506/ (0.159–1.609)/ 0.248 0.732/(0.564–0.950)/ 0.019 0.541/(0.170–1.717)/0.297

Ever 269/359 57/78 6/5 326/437 63/83 -/-/1.000 0.951/(0.622–1.452)/ 0.815 0.564/(0.147–2.167)/0.404 0.913/(0.606–1.375)/0.662 0.569/(0.148–2.181)/0.411

Alcohol consumption

Never 800/554 241/132 15/6 1041/686 254/138 -/-/1.000 0.798/(0.628–1.015)/0.066 0.581/(0.223–1.513)/0.266 0.785/(0.621–0.994)/0.044 0.609/(0.234–1.585)/0.310

Ever 63/256 17/57 2/3 80/313 19/60 -/-/1.000 0.851/(0.459–1.578)/0.610 0.341/(0.055–2.101)/0.246 0.795/(0.439–1.438)/0.447 0.351/(0.057–2.157)/0.258

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.
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AP-1 complex is an oncogene factor in the Hippo pathway mediate the phosphorylation and inactivation of YAP and
TAZ and it is associated with development and tissue repair.37 Pervasive activation of the pathway is associated with
a multitude of human tumors and the acquisition of malignant traits.38 As a subunit of AP1, AP1S1, a peptide chain of
121 amino acids, has been reported associated with MEDNIK syndrome.14,39–41 The AP1S1 defects were correlated with

Table 7 Haplotype Frequencies in the Case and Control Group, and Risk of ESCC

Haplotype Chi2 Case (%) Control (%) OR (95% CI) P

AP1S1 Crs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 6.510 37.8 34.3 1.177 (1.038–1.334) 0.0107

AP1S1 Crs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Trs35208462 8.877 9.7 12.7 0.747 (0.616–0.905) 0.0028

AP1S1 Trs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 1.596 29.6 31.6 0.919 (0.807–1.048) 0.2064

AP1S1 Trs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Trs35208462 – 0.2 0 – –

AP1S1 Trs6969685Ars4727480Trs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 2.171 6.9 5.8 1.204 (0.940–1.541) 0.1406

AP1S1 Trs6969685Grs4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 16.485 5.1 2.7 1.922 (1.395–2.674) <0.001

AP1S1 Trs6969685Grs4727480Crs77387752Crs4729666Trs35208462 – 0 0.1 – –

AP1S1 Trs6969685Grs4727480Crs77387752Trs4729666Crs35208462 6.871 10.01 12.8 0.776 (0.641–0.938) 0.0087

AP1S1 Trs6969685Grs4727480Crs77387752Trs4729666Trs35208462 – 0.1 0.1 – –

AP1S1 Crs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Trs4729666Crs35208462 – 0.2 0 – –

AP1S1 Trs6969685Ars4727480Crs77387752Trs4729666Crs35208462 – 0.1 0 – –

AP1S1 Trs6969685Ars4727480Trs77387752Crs4729666Trs35208462 – 0.1 0 – –

AP1S1 Trs6969685Ars4727480Trs77387752Trs4729666Crs35208462 – 0 0 – –

AP1S1 Trs6969685Grs4727480Trs77387752Crs4729666Crs35208462 – 0.1 0 – –

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.

Table 8 Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis Using Linkage Disequilibrium Parameter D

D’ rs4727480 rs77387752 rs4729666 rs35208462

rs6969685 1.000 0.999 0.978 0.959

rs4727480 – 0.821 0.981 0.944

rs77387752 – – 0.899 0.891

rs4729666 – – – 0.920

Table 9 Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis Using Linkage Disequilibrium Parameter r2

r2 rs4727480 rs77387752 rs4729666 rs35208462

rs6969685 0.164 0.062 0.115 0.135

rs4727480 – 0.009 0.698 0.022

rs77387752 – – 0.007 0.007

rs4729666 – – – 0.015

Note: Bold font indicates significance at the p<0.05 level.
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abnormal subcellular localization of copper transport ATPases ATP7A and ATP7B,14 leading to copper homeostasis
disorder which is critical in carcinogenesis. Based on the above evidence, we sought to investigate the role of AP1S1 in
ESCC and seek the association between AP1S1 SNPs and ESCC.

In this study, we showed significant association between AP1S1 rs35208462 C>T, rs4729666 C>T, rs77387752 C>T
and ESCC in certain genotypes and test models. However, we observed a protective effect in the heterozygous mutation
of rs35208462 C>T and rs4729666 C>T but not in the homozygous mutation. This finding is similar to previous report
that different phenotypes existed in homozygous and heterozygous mutations of TNFRSF11A in mice.42 With a P value
of 0.168 in homozygous mutation rs35208462 C>T, the insufficient number of participants may also compromise the
power of statistical analysis. The relationship between ESCC and mutant heterozygote of rs77387752 is not statically
significant as well, which may be due to the mode of inheritance and mechanism of SNPs in tumorigenesis and
development.

The MAF of rs4727480 and rs77387752 in the control group are quite different from previously reported in the
database. This may be due to fact that we consulted the database containing subjects in the worldwide, while our study
and control cohorts were from the east part of China. This heterogeneity of allele frequency between our control group
and database might reflect the regional characteristic of natural selection and infection pressure.43

Stratification analyses of AP1S1 SNPs further revealed the association between AP1S1 and ESCC in different
subgroups. AP1S1 rs77387752 genotype TT was associated with increased risk in patients who never drink alcohol or
smoke, while AP1S1 rs35208462 genotype TC was associated with lower risk in the same population. The subjects who
are male, younger, tobacco consumers and non-drinkers were associated with lower ESCC risk in AP1S1 rs4729666
genotype TC. Previous study showed that ESCC is more common in males, elder population, tobacco and alcohol
consuming can increase the risk of ESCC by about 3–7 times as well.44–46 Our results seemed to some extent contra-
dictory to the previous findings in the contributory factors to the development of ESCC. Thus, the functional relevance of
AP1S1 rs4729666 genotype TC underlying this difference demands further investigation.

Although these SNPs are not in the same functional region, the SNPs rs77387752, rs35208462 and rs4729666 were
significantly linked to each other. Rs77387752 C>T is a synonymous variant in the coding sequence, while rs4729666 and
rs35208462 are variant in untranslated region. In the haplotype analyses, we found that AP1S1 rs4729666 genotype
TCCACCC and AP1S1 TGCCC were associated with increased risk of ESCC, while AP1S1 CACCT and AP1S1
TGCTC were associated with lower susceptibility to ESCC. Despite the underlying mechanisms are still not fully under-
stood, our study involving 1043 cases and 1143 controls suggested that AP1S1 may present as a promising target to study
the potential mechanisms of tumorigenesis and a molecular target in targeted therapy of cancer treatment.

In the additive test, rs77387752 T>C was associated with higher risk (borderline statistically significant, P=0.067),
while rs35208462 T>C and rs4729666 T>C were associated with lower risk (statistically significant, P=0.009, 0.024)
with ESCC. Because the MAF of rs77387752 is only 0.058, and the haplotype with frequency less than 0.03 would not
be considered in the analysis. So as for haplotype with T in rs77387752, we only identified AP1S1 TATCC, and its OR
was not statistically significant which may be due to its low frequency and borderline significance. However, in the
haplotype with higher risk, AP1S1 CACCC and AP1S1 TGCCC, both had C in rs35208462 and rs4729666 and the
haplotype with lower susceptibility, AP1S1 CACCT and AP1S1 TGCTC both had one T mutation in rs35208462 or
rs4729666, so the result of haplotype analysis is consistence with the result of logistic regression analyses.

The mechanisms underlying how AP1S1 variant affected the susceptibility to ESCC are still unknown so far. Alshabi
et al reported that high expression of AP1S1 is related to pathogenesis of glioblastoma and shorter survival.47 Both hypo-
methylated AP1S1 and NEIL2 can be a novel marker of acute myeloid leukemia.31 As a result, both the expression level
and epigenetic modification of AP1S1 are related to tumor. The rs77387752 is located in coding sequence, while the
rs4729666 and rs35208462 are located in intron. The mutations at introns usually do not seriously affect protein function,
however, introns play a role in the stability of RNA, efficacy of translation and the rapid induction of protein expression
through post-transcriptional regulation,48 and we speculate that the rs4729666 and rs35208462 variant work in a similar
way. Then single synonymous variant can influence protein expression level through translation kinetics but not through
protein conformation,49 and this may be how the rs77387752 works. Further cell biological and mechanistic studies are
warranted.
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We consider this study have several strengths. First, the subjects were all from same region of China and they could
be regarded as a homogenous population, therefore racial admixture were negligible. Second, this is the first study
exploring the relationship between ESCC and AP1S1 SNPs, our findings could provide novel target for cancer genesis,
prevention, and treatment.

It should also be noted that there are several limitations in this study. First, subjects were all recruited from the same
area in eastern China, which may not be fully representative of the general Chinese population. Second, ESCC is
a complex disease with high heterogeneity. Our result only indicated the impact of single SNP of AP1S1 in research
subjects our study was in the lack of technical support to measure the copper level in serum and tumor tissue, it’s still
debatable to make a conclusion that these SNPs are directly risk factors for ESCC.50 And the follow up of the therapeutic
effects of chemotherapy was also deficient, so the biological functions of the SNPs of AP1S1 in ESCC need further
investigation. Third, the result was underpowered for the inherent feature of hospital-based control study and some
variables may be small in subgroup analysis. Future studies among different regions and populations, with more detailed
epidemiologic information and supplemented with functional analyses, are warranted to further verify our conclusions.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that the AP1S1 rs35208462 and rs4729666 were associated a lower risk of ESCC, while AP1S1
rs77387752 associated with increased susceptibility to ESCC, especially in the subjects who are younger, male, and
without alcohol and smoking history.
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